NASA's Vision for Exploration requires a safe, reliable, affordable upper stage engine to power the Ares I Crew Launch Vehicle (CLY) and the Ares V Cargo Launch Vehicle. The J-2X engine is being developed for that purpose, epitomizing NASA's philosophy of employing legacy knowledge, heritage hardware, and commonality to carry the next generation of explorers into low-Earth orbit and out into the solar system This presentation gives top-level details on accomplishments to date and discusses forward work necessary to bring the J-2X engine to the launch pad.
Overview of the Exploration Launch Projects

J·2X Development Philosophy • One Engine
• From the beginning, the goal has been to undertake a single engine development cycle in order to fulfill the needs of both Ares I and Ares V.
• Requirements Driven
• This is a flight hardware development project, not a technology development effort.
• Engine capabilities and characteristics are pursued because they exist as architecture requirements.
• Leverage Heritage Hardware and Legacy Knowledge
• A significant reduction in overall project risk expected through the utilization of J-2, J-2S, and RS-68 experience and the relatively recent XRS-2200 development. • Thus, the goal is to leverage heritage designs and experience to the maximum extent practical.
• Aggressive Schedule
• Because the engine is expected to be the critical path for the vehicle, the approach is to pursue an extremely aggressive schedule.
• Early Risk Reduction
• An element of the aggressive schedule is to include risk reduction testing at component and subsystem level (where it makes sense) as early as possible to guide the overall development of the engine. • Schedule risk mitigated by adding spare hardware and using 3 test facilities for engine hot fire. 
J-2X Requirements and Parameters
